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1. Welcome and Introduction Wolfgang Seemüller

2. Membership Wolfgang Seemüller

3. Refraction Study Group Erricos Pavlis

4. Formats Study Group - CRD format status Randy Ricklefs
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- leap seconds in CPF files

5. Quarantining of data from new stations Mike Pearlman

6. Acceptance/test of CRD at ILRS Data Centres Werner Gurtner
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CRD format status 
  All stations should now be producing CRD-formatted 

normal points! 
  1 station has passed OC tests and is awaiting analysts’ 

validation (MLRS) 
  Six stations (Matera, Herstmonceux, Zimmerwald, Mt. 

Stromlo, Changchun, Wettzell) are awaiting OC (EDC) 
format validation before being sent to NASA OC for 
short arc validation and then to the analysts 

  ~7 stations are submitting CRD full rate data to T2L2 
experiment, and validation is an issue 

  Validation flowchart and errata page now on ILRS 
website 
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CRD format implementation 
questions 

1) What is status of EDC format validation? 
2) How soon will validated EDC data flow to NASA OC for 

short arc validation? 
3) How soon will analysts be ready to validate data? 
4) How will NASA OC contract change effect the 

timetable? 
5) How should we change the timetable? 
6) How do we handle day wrap around? 
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Satellite tracking restrictions 
  Mission tracking request form now includes tracking 

restrictions section 
  Power restriction added to ILRS web page 
  Missions using restrictions: 

-  Elevation: ICESat 
-  Go/no-go: ICESat, ALOS, LRO, LLR (new) 
-  Pass segments: GP-B, ALOS 
-  Power: LRO 

  Survey was sent by CB to all ranging stations in 
January; there have been at least 2 reminders 
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Satellite tracking restrictions status 
  25 ILRS stations responded (plus Mark Davis for Stafford) 

-  13 have elevation restrictions implemented;  
-  9 plan to implement: from 1 month to end of 2009 or undefined 

  14 have go/no-go implemented 
-  9 plan to implement: from 1 month to end of 2009 

  13 have pass segments implemented 
-  9 plan to implement: from 1 month to end of 2009 

  1 has power restrictions implemented in automation 
-  11 plan to implement: from 1 month to end of 2009 
-  11 have some level of manual control of laser power and beam 

divergence. 

  Some have promised to implement certain restriction when it 
becomes necessary. 
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Leap Seconds and the CPF files 

  Several CPF producers improperly set the leap 
second flag last December/January 

  Stations could not track certain targets until 
predictions were corrected 

  Is this a producer problem or a format problem? 
-  i.e., Is station implementation a problem? 
-  If it is a format issue, rewording/reworking CPF leap 

second flag has been suggested 
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Backup Slides... 
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Dear all, 

the introduction of the leap second turned prediction computation into a disaster. 

That's what was available to us (without being complete) on January 1st, 2009 during the day: 

Center Sat    Start day Leap sec flag Leap sec flag 
              of set      before        after January 1, 00:00 

HTS    all      Dec 30      0             0    No returns 
ESA    ERS-1    Dec 31      1             0    OK on Jan 1 
       Envisat 
       Giove-A 
SGF    Ajisai   Jan 1       -             1    No returns 
COD    GNSS     Jan 1       -             0    OK on Jan 1 
GFZ    GraceA/B Dec 31      0             0    Probably not OK 
GFZ    TerrasarXDec 29      0             1    No returns 
JAX    Oicets   Dec 30      0             1    OK on Jan 1 
UTX    Icesat   Dec 20      0             0    unknown 

HTS: When changing the leap second flag to 1 after Jan 1 00:00 everything was OK, Zimmerwald got returns on all tracked 
satellites 
ESA: Obviously leap second applied after Jan 1, 00:00, so  tracking and flag was OK. Flag 1 before Jan 1 is against format 
definition, I don't know how to interpret that 
SGF: No returns on Ajisai (only one satellite tested). 
GFZ: No leap second flag after Jan 1, 00:00 for Grace A/.  Unsure (tracked Grace B for one minute, no returns)<200f> 
GFZ: Leap sec flag was set after Jan 1, 00:00. However, no  tracking success 
UTX: Leap sec flag not set after Jan 1, 00:00. No tracking attempt done. 

--> Only COD and JAX managed to correctly deal with the leap second. 

The CPF format description clearly states what to do with the leap seconds: 
- CPF files spanning the leap second epoch do not take into account the effect of the leap second but flag all subsequent epochs 
after the leap second epoch. 
- CPF files starting after the leap second introduction take the leap second into account, flag set to zero for all epochs. 

I ask the prediction centers to check their procedures while the iron is still hot. 

Best regards and all the best for the new year to all of you. 
Werner Gurtner  
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From CPF Manual v1.01 

4.Leap second 
   Application of leap seconds has always been a source of some confusion. In the new 
   format, each ephemeris record contains a leap second value. In prediction files 
   spanning the date of a leap second, those records after the leap second will have this 
   flag set to the number of leap seconds (always '1' so far, but standards allow for -1). In 
   other words, a 3-day file starting the day before a leap second is introduced will have 
   the leap second flag set to '0' for the first 24 hour segment and '1' in the last 48 hours. 

   Even though the flag is non-zero, the leap second is not applied to the CPF times or 
   positions. The station software needs to detect the leap second flag and handle the  
   time argument to the interpolator appropriately. 

   Prediction files could still have the leap second flag set to non-zero for several days 
   after the leap second has been introduced. 

   Once the leap second flag returns to '0' after introduction of the leap second, stations 
   still running on the old time system have to take into account the leap second. 

   Normally, the leap second field will be set to '0'. 
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From Mark Davis: 

here is the text of cpf format.... Its not practical to do paragraph2  
... that would envolve folks setting and unsetting in the sw - and every 
day in and around it would have to be specially handled. 

2 options... 
A) change the wording to be - the epoch of the records should always 
be UTC. 
Define "sum of the leap second flag and epoch" should be UTC.  
B) must write a special reader/ re-writer to convform to this procedure 

Option A is the cleanest as all sites should have introduced it and their 
local clock is utc. 
All that will happen is the epoch's will shift from 60 to 59 for one 
minute - but there is already a provision for variable records. 

It also allows folks that don't put it in and flag the records so that when 
added things end up right. 

In practice I can see where someone's pass is crossing the day and 
the fitting would be goof'd up on the processing side in either solution. 

I vote for A. 
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CRD Format Status 
Stations providing CRD format 

General remarks: check by crd_chk 
programme provided by Randy Ricklefs, npt 
check of EDC for meteorological data, etc., 
check of SOD, SIC, NORAD-No., npt window 
indicator, npt data integrity compliance, npt bin 
compliance (next week) 



CDR Format Status (cont‘d)    
CRD npt-data delivered to EDC: 

-  Simeiz (1873): error in satellite record,solved 
-  Changchun (7237): error in meteorological, npt 

and calibration record, station informed, solved  
-  Zimmerwald (7810):  error in npt record and 

others, station informed (older version?) 
•  Mount Stromlo (7825): error in npt record, 

sometimes in c2, station informed, start time > 
86400 sec., in discussion, file name different 
from file naming convention of version v1.00 



CRD Format Status (cont‘d) 

•  Wettzell (8834): errors detected, solved, file 
naming not correct, station will be informed 

•  Concepcion (7405): CRD npt data since 
beginning of April 2009, error in station record, 
solved, (wavelength?) 

•  Herstmonceux (7840): O.K. 
•  Grasse (7845): O.K., Jason-2 only 
•  Matera (7941): O.K., some weeks, JASON-2 

only  



CRD Format Status (cont‘d) 

CRD fr-data delivered to EDC (T2L2): 

-  Simeiz (1873): npt window indicator correct?, 
station informed, seems to be O.K. 

-  Changchun (7237): O.K. 
-  Zimmerwald (7810): for JASON-2 and AJISAI 

only, gunzip  unexpected end of file, errors in 
H3, calibration and detector records (older 
version?) 



CRD Format Status (cont‘d) 
•  Mount Stromlo (7825): fr-data, npt data, and 

both together, file naming not correct (for 
merging important), error in range (crossing 
midnight) and elevation record 

•  Herstmonceux (7840): O.K., JASON-2 only 
•  Grasse (7845): O.K., JASON-2 only 
•  Matera (7941): O.K., some weeks only 
•  Wettzell (8834): muli-path files with H4, H8 

records, now O.K., file naming not correct, 
station will be informed 

•  Grasse/FTLRS (7829): O.K., JASON-2 only  



CRD Format Status (cont‘d) 

Additional remarks: 

•  The crd check will be continued, especially 
with respect to the correct SOD, SIC, 
Norad No., the npt window indicator, and 
npt generation violation 

•  The stations will be informed about 
incorrect crd format and/or incorrect 
parameters detected by the quality check 



CRD Format Status (cont‘d) 

•  Proposal: we should start with the daily crd data 
exchange next month before the transition to the 
hourly delivery 

•  Another proposal if requested by SLR stations: 
we would install a web page where the stations 
can put their crd data, and will receive the 
outputs of the crd check and the quality check 
before sending them to the data centre to avoid 
additional more work 



Validating the new 
CRD data format 
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Tests performed 

• Tested data submitted by MLRS in CRD and ILRS NP format for 

the past few months 

• We convert the CRD data back to a quasi-ILRS FR format, which 

is directly readable by our analysis s/w (GEODYN)  

–  All quantities were converted using the CRD precision 

–  Met data are used without interpolation 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009
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CRD to ILRS FR (MERIT2) 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009
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ILRS NP to ILRS FR-X 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009

FR from ILRS QL NP file below: 

FR-X from CRD NP file above: 
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 LAGEOS 1 & 2 Examples 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009
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 E-1, Starlette, & Ajisai Examples 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009
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Summary 

DF & P WG meeting, Vienna, Austria, April 20, 2009
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